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Abstract
When a cyclist is cycling on a suburban road, it’s a problem to notice fast rear
approaching vehicles in some cases. Looking back frequently is not a good idea.
Finding some technical way to help cyclist perceiving rear approaching vehicles
is quite necessary.
This project aims to find some proper sensor to detect rear approaching vehicles.
It’s separated into three steps. First, choose the suitable sensor and capture data.
Then, find proper analyzing tool to analyze the capture data. Last but not least,
draw a conclusion after analyzing contrast.
Microphone is chosen as the sensor to recording the sounds form rear
approaching vehicles. ”iRig Recorder FREE” is the program to transfer audio
format. And the analyzing tool is to be Matlab. Matlab audio analysis makes good
frequency spectrum for each piece of audio data. According to the frequency
spectrum, the unique amplitude change around 1000 Hz is found when there is a
rear approaching vehicle. This change is always distinct with or without noise.
After getting the spectrum of different audio sources, the cross-correlation
coefficient between 800 Hz and 1200 Hz is computed to see the correlation level.
Then according to cross-correlation coefficient between new captured data and
knowledge data, we can determine if there is a rear approaching vehicle in the
new data or not.
So, this project proves that the cross-correlation coefficient of frequency
spectrum can determine if there is rear approaching vehicles or not. The future
work would be automatic computer detect depending on this method.
Key words: rear approaching vehicle, sensor, microphone, iRig Recorder FREE,
Matlab, frequency spectrum, cross-correlation coefficient
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Introduction
1 Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Bicycle is one of the most important and widely used vehicles all over the world.
In some certain areas in the world bicycle is sometimes the dominating
transportation tool for people. And bicycle is also a popular race game among the
young. However the safety problem of bicycle user is still not totally solved yet.
Compared to other vehicle users, bicycle users are more easily to get injury when
accidents happen.
For cyclists riding in the suburbs on a country road, it’s always a trouble to
realize the rear approaching vehicles especially when some fast approaching
cars or tracks come. The cyclists may have no time to look back frequently to
avoid danger. And because of wind and some other noises, the cyclist can not
hear the fast approaching vehicle from the rear either. So finding a technical
method to detect the rear approaching vehicles and is quite significant and
necessary.

1.2 Hypothetical situation
Like this figure shows below, the assuming situation in this project is like this: a
cyclist is cycling fast on a country road without other bicycles. Since a lot of
bicycles and vehicles together keeps the cyclist always careful and therefore
don’t need sensor detection any more. The road can be surrounded by trees,
through a lot of villas, along the beach or some other circumstances. However the
condition of the road is good. If the condition of the road is bad, then the vehicles
can not be so fast as to be harmful. The time could be at any moment like
morning, afternoon, deep night and so on. While the cyclist is cycling relaxed and
freely at a normal speed, a vehicle (can be track or car) approaches fast from the
rear without any warning. The cyclist is busy with cycling, enjoying the scenery
or influenced by the noise so that has no attention for the fast rear approaching
vehicle. The sensor on the bicycle detects the rear approaching vehicle at a
distance over 40meters and generates an alarm to alert the cyclist. As a result,
the cyclist will have a psychological preparation for the rear approaching vehicle
and take some precautionary measures to avoid danger.
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Sensor
Figure 1- 1 : Cycling with a rear approaching vehicle

1.3 Objectives
According to the present situation, my aim is to find one or some proper sensors
(sensor fusion) which can be fixed on the steel frame under the bicycle saddle to
detect the rear approaching vehicles at a distance over 40 meters. The steel
frame under the bicycle saddle is an appropriate position for the sensor. It’s
stable, easy to control the direction and not easy to be hit by other things. To
achieve this aim, the sensor is limited in size, weight and power consumption.


For size limitation, the sensor should be within 10*10*10 cm in order to fit
the bicycle well. If it’s bigger, the sensor may have impact on cycling comfort
level. Actually, the smaller, the better. Smaller size means more portable and
less change on bicycle shape.



For weight limitation, the sensor should be less than 1 kg in case of
increasing too much weight on bicycle. Too much weight brings
center-of-gravity shifting on bicycle, so that has influence on some accurate
racing bicycle. Because racing bicycles commonly have precise requirement
on center-of-gravity controlling.
8
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For power consumption, it is limited so that the battery could not be an extra
burden. The limitation is not settled precisely in this project cause it’s not
where this project focus. The power consumption is just considered as not
unrealistically too much. Anyway, the principle is still the smaller the better.

The sensor choosing work is going to be done by literature study in chapter
background. Except for the three limitations, the sensor choosing is base on
working principle, application in vehicle detection, and practical assessment
through literature study.
After choosing the sensor, I will buy the chosen sensor and do data recording by
myself. The raw data is going to be transferred into correct format and saved into
computer. This data capturing and transferring work are in chapter methods.
I also need to prove that the data captured by the chosen sensor is able to be
used in detecting rear approaching vehicles. This is the most important part. I
have to choose some software to analyze the captured data, and be able to
distinguish the rear approaching vehicles from the analysis. In chapter method I
introduce the program I choose for data analyzing and illustrate the
programming command in detail. In chapter implementation and result, I display
the obtained results and make further contrastive analysis based on it.

1.4 Outline
The rest of this report is organized as several chapters. Chapter 2 is about the
whole background knowledge related to this project. Chapter 3 serves to
introduce the method used to solve problems. Chapter 4 includes
implementation and the results. Chapter 5 emphasize on conclusion of the work
and discussion, including future work.
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2 Background
In this chapter, I mainly present some relevant literature study of various
sensors about working principle, application in vehicle detection, and practical
assessment. After analysis and comparison of advantages and disadvantages of
each kind of sensor, I decide to use microphone as the detecting sensor. As
microphone is used to receive sounds, afterwards I focus mainly on researches
on audio features like amplitude and frequency spectrum. So there are also some
useful researches about microphone vehicle detecting and how to analyze
captured audio data. They all contribute much to the following work.

2.1 Passive infrared sensor(PIR)

Figure 2- 1 : The PIR example figure

2.1.1 Working principle
According to the thermotics principles, all the objects which are over absolute
zero will emit heat energy as radiation. The radiates are usually at infrared
wavelength. Human eyes have no ability to see infrared wavelength, but some
sensors like passive infrared sensor can detect it. Passive infrared sensors do not
generate or radiate any energy for detection purposes. They work entirely by
detecting the energy given off by other objects. [1]
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2.1.2 Application in vehicle detection
The passive infrared sensor can be used to detect the existing and passing of
vehicles but no ability to detect the speed. Fix it on the steel frame under the
bicycle saddle facing rear, the PIR receives infrared from several sources:
vehicles within the PIR detecting range, road and other objects themselves and
their reflection of sunshine. When the approaching vehicle enter into the
detecting range, the energy of road surface detected by the PIR will change,
which gives the sensor an unusual signal. The typical detecting range of PIR is
around 6.1m. Beyond this range, the atmospheric motion and the infrared from
other sources have much influence on measurement accuracy. [2]

2.1.3 Practical assessment
Passive infrared sensor is able to be used in rear approaching vehicle detection
by detecting the infrared energy emitted by vehicles. A long distance PIR cost
about 1000 SEK. However, it is not suitable for long distance detection. The
typical detecting range of PIR is just 6.1m, far short from the requirement as over
40 meters. Long distance will reduce the sensitivity. And the Passive infrared
sensors is easily disturbed in a complicated environment like road.

2.2 Camera

Figure 2- 2 :The camera example figure
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2.2.1 Working principle
The reflected light of subject is transmitted to the lens, and focus into CCD chip
through lens. CCD accumulates corresponding charge according to the intensity
of light. Then through periodic discharge, it generates an electronic signal
represents each piece of screen. After pre-amp circuit amplification and AGC
automatic gain control, use Analog-Digital conversion to image digital signal
processing IC(DSP). Synchronizing signal generator mainly generates the
Synchronous clock signal(Accomplished by the crystal oscillator circuit), which
means generating a vertical and horizontal scanning drive signal to image
processing IC. Then, output a standard composite video signal through the
digital-analog converter circuit via output terminal. [3]

2.2.2 Application in vehicle detection
The camera fixed on the steel frame under the bicycle saddle facing rear takes
one frame after another all the time. At every time, the frame is different from
the others. The microprocessor analyzes the change between every frame to
detect the approaching vehicle.


For black and white image, the image processing algorithms of black and
white image detect mainly the gray change of screen pixels. At present, the
mature algorithms are able to reduce the gray change of background image
caused by weather condition and other impact factors to an accepted level.



Using color image can improve recognition ability of video image processing
in the following cases: adverse weather conditions, non-ideal camera
installation, or unexpected shadow. Nevertheless, the detecting range and
sensitivity of color image based processor is rather declined, which affects
it’s widely using. [4]

2.2.3 Practical assessment
Camera is widely used in vehicle detection area on cars. So it has mature
detection-alarm system that has been proved to be really practical. However,
according to researches, 21% of bicycle accidents occur between 6-9 pm, light
reduction, especially in Nordic Lands, will be a problem for video detection.
Video based detection has high demands on weather conditions in long detection
distance cases as well. Cloudy or rainy weather may reduce the sensitivity of
video detection.
The analysis of the pictures taken by camera is a complicated work and needs
really high-end electronic devices so as to fit the project. On bicycles it must be
13
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connected to a CPU and therefore consume much power. A normal monitoring
camera with 768 * 494 resolution and 40 meters effective range needs input
power about 1 watt. And it costs about 1000 SEK. A normal CPU in the market
has power consumption over 50 watt, which is too much in this project. The
price of a CPU is about 1500 SEK to 5000 SEK.

2.3 FMCW(Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave) Radar

Figure 2- 3 : The FMCW Radar example figure

2.3.1 Working principle
The FMCW radar principle has been widely used in automotive radar systems.
The fundamental principle of the FMCW Radars is to produce linear frequency
ramp which is used as transmission signal. The radar system transmitting a
continuous millimeter wave frequency modulation outwardly through the
antenna, and receives reflection from the target signal. Emission wave frequency
varies with time as the law of modulation voltage. The modulating signal is
generally triangular wave signal. Reflected wave and the transmitted wave has
the same shape, but there is a delay in time “t”. “t” and the target distance “D” can
be expressed as
△t=2D/c.
Where “c” is speed of light.
The frequency difference between transmitted signal and the reflected signal at a
given time is the mixer output’s IF signal frequency “f ”.
14
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D=(cT/4△F)△f
In other words, the target distance is proportional to the IF signal frequency of
front output.
If the reflected signal is derived form a relatively motional target, the reflected
signal includes a Doppler frequency shift “fd” caused by a relative movement of
target. In the rising and falling edges of the triangular wave, IF frequency of
output can be expressed as
fb+=△f-fd（3）
fb-=△f+fd（4）

f: IF frequency of the target when the target is relatively stationary
fd: Doppler frequency shift, the symbols are related to the direction of relative
motion of the target.
On the basis of Doppler principle, the relative velocity of target “v” is
v=c/4f0(fb--fb+)=λ(fb--fb+)
f0: center frequency of the transmitted wave
λ: wave length of the transmitted wave

[5]

2.3.2 Application in vehicle detection
The FMCW radar can be fixed on the steel frame under the bicycle saddle facing
to the rear. While the bicycle is going, the antenna emits a beam of continuous
millimeter wave frequency modulation to the rear space, and receives the
reflection signal from other objects. It detects the distance and relative velocity
of the moving vehicles. If a moving vehicle is approaching fast from rear, the
FMCW radar is able to detect it in a long distance. The range of detecting distance
is up to 5000 meters.

2.3.3 Practical assessment
FMCW radar has lots of advantages.


It has a high range resolution.
15
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Low power voltage is needed so that it avoids high-power and high-voltage
devices.



Simple circuit simplifies the transmit-receive system, which results in small
size, light weight and low cost.

FMCW radar needs at least three parts, antenna, transceiver module and signal
processing module. The signal processing module is rather sophisticated. As a
result, it’s power consumption is unsatisfactory. It’s hard to provide continuous
power supply on a bicycle in long time. About price, a whole FMCW radar module
costs over 10,000 SEK, so that it’s unrealistic to have it on a bicycle. [6]

2.4 Laser sensor

Figure 2- 4 : The Laser sensor example figure

2.4.1 Working principle
When the laser sensor works, the laser emitting diodes emit laser pulses at the
target. After the laser light reflected by the target scattering in all directions,
some scattered light returns to the receiver sensor and imaged on avalanche
photodiode after receiving by the optical system. Avalanche photodiode is an
optical sensor with inner zoom function. Therefore, it can detect extremely weak
optical signals, and converts it into a corresponding electrical signal. The most
common one is laser distance sensor. It records and processes the elapsed time
between light pulse issuing and received so as to measure the distance. Laser
16
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sensor must be extremely accurate to measure transit time, because the speed of
light is too fast. [7]

2.4.2 Application in vehicle detection
As the working principle of laser sensor says, the laser sensor emits a ray.
Therefore it can not detect an wide area. However, I can fix it on the bicycle
facing rear and add a sweep unit to help laser sensor “swinging head”.
Assuming the width of the road is 10 meters, and I want to detect the rear
approaching vehicle at a distance about 50 meters.

Figure 2- 5 : The illustration of “swinging head” of laser sensor
As the picture shows above, the red rectangle represents the bicycle on the road.
The blue area is where I want to scan.
I can calculate angel θ like this:
θ =

W 180o
*
= 11o
R
π

So the swinging angle can be adjusted to 11o .
The swinging frequency can be 1 or 2 Hz. Then the problem of detecting wide
area is solved.

2.4.3 Practical assessment
Laser sensor uses laser technology to measure distance. It consists of a laser, a
laser detector, and measurement circuit. Laser sensor is a new measuring
instrument. It’s advantage is to achieve non-contact distance measurement with
high speed, high precision, large-scale, anti-light, dielectric interference ability
and so on.
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The price of a long distance laser sensor is more than 1000 SEK. However, laser
sensor is suitable for short distance detection. In a rather long distance like
30~150m, a reflecter is needed on the detecting target. In long distance, it’s not
easy to control it’s precision at all. So in this project, in such a complicated
circumstance, lase sensor has serious shortcomings.

2.5 Microphone

Figure 2- 6 : The microphone example figure
Microphone is the chosen sensor for rear vehicle detection in this project. The
detecting distance is not a problem for microphone. Sound wave can easily
spread over 100 meters. A usual microphone costs less than 100 SEK. And a
small microphone with simple structure needs only a 9 V power supply. In
working principle I introduce two kinds of most common microphones. Instead
of talking about application in vehicle detection and practical assessment, I
introduce an useful research about vehicle detection based on energy radiated
from axles and an useful finding on spectral entropy (SPE). The idea in this
research is used in my project. In next chapter, the reality applications is to be
presented.

2.5.1 Working principle
Microphone is a kind of transducer which can converter sound into electrical
signals. There are several kinds of microphone. The most common ones are
dynamic microphone and condenser microphone


Dynamic microphone contains a coil, a diaphragm and a permanent magnet.
When sound waves enter the microphone, the diaphragm generates
18
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vibration pressed by waves. The coil connected with the diaphragm begins to
move in a magnetic field. According to Faraday's law and Lenz, coil will
generates induced current.


Condenser microphone has no coils and magnets, relying on the distance
between two sheets of separators capacitance change to generate a voltage
change. When sound waves enter the microphone, the diaphragm generates
vibration. Because the substrate is fixed, the distance between the vibrating
membrane and substrate is changed with the vibration. Based on the
characteristics of capacitance, the charge amount Q will change. [8]

2.5.2 Vehicle detection based on energy radiated from axles
There is an interesting observation that acoustic energy radiated from moving
vehicle axles have their own unique features. If we do frequency spectrum of
sounds from moving vehicle axles, we will find that the moving vehicles bring
distinct amplitude increase around 1000 Hz in frequency spectrum. (graph
below)

Figure 2- 7 : Power Spectrum of the energy radiated by the axles of a
moving vehicle

This unique feature from moving vehicle axles is different from acoustic features
created by other parts of vehicle. And it also has apparent difference with
acoustic features created by other machines and regular noise like human talking
noise, seagull singing noise, field mower noise and so on. This characteristic
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makes it easy to detect rear approaching vehicles with a regular sound recording
device to record acoustic signal and a analysis tool for frequency spectrum.
Nowadays, most exciting techniques use big modules with Doppler effect of
acoustic signal taken into account. In fact, according to this paper, Doppler effect
is not so significant in the vehicle detection. So this method without Doppler
effect reduce much computational cost.
To identify the characteristic of moving vehicle, a program reads the sound file
and process it. Then an AR ( Autoregressive ) signal model is determined and a
frequency response of that model is generated. Which can be used in identifying
the moving vehicle.
It was determined experimentally that 20 pole model has a appropriate
resolution and takes not much computation time. The dominant frequency
components of moving vehicle are in the band between 800-1100 Hz. The AR
model with 20 poles also shows this characteristic. [9]

2.5.3 Spectral Entropy (SPC)
Spectral entropy is the average measure of entropy in the sound frequency
spectrum. It can be computed as below:
SPE

f

 

n
1

p (i)
)
n
1 p (i)

p ( i ). log(

If there is a pattern in the audio data, the SPE will always falls down. When
there is a vehicle approaching from rear, it generates a definite pattern in the
audio data, which makes the SPC goes down gradually and deeply.
It’s also much different from a front approach event. The front approaching
vehicle makes the SPC falls shorter in duration, more rapid and shallow in
magnitude. [10]
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Figure 2- 8 : Spectral entropy variation when vehicle passes the cyclist

2.6 Cross-correlation
Cross-correlation is a concept from signal analysis, represents the degree of
correlation between two time series and between any two different moments of
one time series.
Definition: Order f1 (t), f2 (t) is the energy signal, in general, can be a
complex function of time. The cross-correlation function of f1 (t) and f2 (t) is

If we compute normalized cross-correlation function, namely
cross-correlation coefficient, it’s between -1 to +1. The sign of the correlation
coefficient represents the direction of correlation. “+” means positive correlation
21
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and “-” means negative correlation. Absolute value indicates the level of
correlation. The bigger the higher correlation level. [11]
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3 Methods
The main methods I used in this project is elaborated in this chapter below. After
literature study, I chose microphone to detect the rear approaching vehicles. I’m
going to use microphone to record sounds data to analyze. So I bought a
microphone which can be used with iPhone4. And I also downloaded the
corresponding APP called “iRig Recorder FREE”. Microphone together with “iRig
Recorder FREE” can record sounds. The analysis tool is chosen as Matlab. The
audio data used in Matlab must be wav format. In order to transfer raw data into
wav format, I need a audio converter software as well. And I found a audio
converter named “Shenma”.
My purpose is to hold recording device in one hand doing recording and cycling
at the same time. The microphone is in my stretching out hand facing rear when
doing recording. The speed of cycling is divided into 3 groups: 0 Km/h, 10 Km/h
and 20 Km/h. For each group, when a vehicle approaching from rear at a speed
about 50 Km/h, I start to record the sound at a distance about 40 meters and
stop recording as soon as the vehicle passes by me. So all the data are captured
when the distance between vehicle and bicycle is from 40 m to 0 m.
After recoding, I’m going to transfer the audio format into wav format with
“Shenma” audio converter.
Then, I learned frequency analysis in Matlab and compiled a section of program
for frequency spectrum and cross-correlation between frequency spectrum. With
this program I analyzed frequency spectrum of every audio sample. After getting
the frequency spectrum I did cross-correlation between different data and
obtained cross-correlation coefficient.
Therefore, the tools in my project are microphone together with it’s
corresponding APP called “iRig Recorder FREE”, “Shenma” audio converter,
Matlab program and my bicycle.
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Figure 3- 1 : hardwares for audio recording (microphone , bicycle)

3.1 Microphone introduction

Figure 3- 2 : The iRig MIC Cast
25
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This microphone(iRig MIC Cast) is bought in Apple shop in Halmstad, Sweden. It
can be used connecting with iPhone4. Meanwhile, I need to download a
corresponding App program called “iRig Recorder FREE”.

3.1.1 Using iRig MIC Cast


“iRig MIC Cast” can be inserted into headphone jack. After audio application
starting, iOS system will automatically text iRig MIC Cast and activate it.



While short distance recording (within 1.3m) , we set the switch to “LO” so
as to avoid noise. Otherwise in the cases of long distance recording (more
than 1.3m) we change it to “HI”.



“iRig MIC Cast” records sounds from the front face with trademark “iRig MIC
Cast”.

 The output terminal of “iRig MIC Cast” should be connected with stereo jack
but not mono jack.

3.1.2 Using “iRig Recorder FREE”


Recording

Turn on the program “iRig Recorder FREE”, and click the icon “Recordings” on
the bottom left. The screen will show the recording page. Then click red RECORD
button to start recording. The recording page will change as below (left picture) .
Recording time and live amplitude will show on the screen.

26
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Figure 3- 3 : “iRig Recorder FREE” recording interface

click RECORD to stop recording.The screen will show like picture above (right
picture) . The file is named for recording time and sequence. You can also edit file
name by clicking the icon “Edit” on the top right conner.


Setup

The Setup page is shown below. Click Setup icon on the bottom screen to start
setting up. In Setup, you can change level in and level out depending on different
usages. And also you can turn on built-in microphone if necessary. There are
some other options but not useful in my project.
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Figure 3- 4 : “iRig Recorder FREE” setup interface


Export

Figure 3- 5 : “iRig Recorder FREE” export interface
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Like the pictures show above, click the icon “Export” you will see the five choice
on the screen. Among them, “iTunes File Sharing” is the most easy method. Click
it and choose m4a format. The screen will be the same as right picture above,
which means it’s converting file for export. Afterwards it’s simple to move files
into computer.

3.2 Audio converter
Matlab can only read wav format. However, different recording services produce
various audio formats. In my project, I use microphone named “Rig MIC Cast” for
recording and the corresponding software is “iRig Recorder FREE”. As a result,
the raw recording data is in m4a format. It’s highly necessary to have a audio
converter to transfer different formats of audio to wav format.

3.2.1 “Shenma” audio converter
After selecting on the Internet, I choose a handy and effective Chinese audio
converter named “Shenma”. Shenma is a simple software with small file size less
than 20M. It has concise user interface and fast transfer speed.


The icon shows here.

Figure 3- 6 : icon of “Shenma” audio converter


Double click on it to open the program, the user interface and my
interpretation is like following.
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Figure 3- 7 : “Shenma” audio converter interface
Choose output format into wav and select appropriate output directory. Click on
“ File” on top left corner. Then choose the first option like below. It means “add
file”.

Figure 3- 8 :”Shenma” audio converter adding files
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After adding files, click the big green icon to transfer files automatically.



Except for the usage of transferring audio format. It has an other significant
usage to cut audio. Click on icon “Tools” and choose the last choice, which
means “cut audio”.

Figure 3- 9 : “Shenma” audio converter cut audio

Hereafter, a new window for audio cutting will appear. Here you can cut the
audio as you want.
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Figure 3- 10 : “Shenma” cut audio interface

3.3 Matlab frequency spectrum analysis

Figure 3- 11 : The Matlab typical drawing
I learned Matlab gramma and command to compile a section of program for
frequency spectrum analysis. This section of program generates 2 graphs for
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each piece of audio data. The first graph is time domain and shows the amplitude
variation versus time. The second graph is frequency domain and shows the
amplitude versus frequency.

3.3.1 Matlab introduction
Matlab is a business mathematics software that I use to analyze the audio data in
this project. It is a senior technical computing language and interactive
environment which is used for algorithm development, data visualization, data
analysis, and numerical computation, mainly including two parts known as
Matlab and Simulink.
Matlab consists of a series of tools. These tools facilitate the users to use Matlab
functions and files, many of which uses Graphical User Interface. It’s a high-level
matrix / array language, which contains control statements, functions, data
structures, input and output, and object-oriented programming features. Users
can synchronize input statement with execution command in the command
window or complete a large complex application(M file) before running together.
New version of the MATLAB language is based on the most popular language C++.
Thus the grammatical features are very similar with C++ language. And also
simpler, more consistent with scientific and technical personnel’s written format
of mathematical expressions. Matlab is a collection of large amount of calculation
algorithm as well. It has more than 600 math functions to be used in the projects,
which can easily achieve a variety of computing functions required by the user.
Under normal circumstances, we can use it to replace the low-level programming
languages, such as C and C++. In the cases of same computing requirements,
using Matlab will greatly reduce the programming workload.

3.3.2 Matlab command used in this project:
First section of code is to generate frequency spectrum and cross-correlation
coefficient. Second section of code is to combine two audio data together, which
is used to combine pure pedaling sounds and other pure noises.
First section :
[ y, fs ,nbits ] = wavread ( ‘ sample 1.wav ’ ) ;
[j, k, l ] = wavread ( ‘ sample 2.wav ’ ) ;
y=y(:,1);
j=j(:,1);
SL = length( y ) ;
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SL2= length( y ) ;
Y = fft ( y , SL ) ;
J = fft ( j , SL2 ) ;
Pyy = Y .* conj ( Y ) /S L ;
Pyy 2= J .* conj ( J ) /S L2 ;
halflength = floor ( SL / 2 ) ;
Halflength = floor ( SL2 / 2 ) ;
f = fs * ( 0 : halflength ) / SL ;
F = k * ( 0 : Halflength ) / SL2 ;
figure ; plot ( f , Pyy ( 1 : halflength + 1) ) ;
figure ; plot (F, Pyy (1: Halflength+1));
s = corrcoef (Pyy (800:1200), Pyy2 (800:1200));
output = s (1,2)
Annotation:
“[y,fs,nbits]=wavread(‘sample.wav’)” is used to read data. Sampling value is
placed in the vector “y”. ”fs” is the sampling frequency (Hz) and “nbits” indicates
the number of bits per sample.
“y=y(:,1)” chooses one column from the double-type data for analyzing.
“SL=length(y)” returns the length of vectors “y”. It means the number of vectors
in data values”y”.
“Y=fft(y,SL)” is a Fast Fourier Transform for SL-points and vectors y.
“Pyy=Y.*conj(Y)/SL;” In this command, ”conj” means the complex conjugate of
Y.For a complex Y, conj(Y)=REAL(Y)-i*IMAG(Y).
“.*” indicates element-by-element multiplication. The two arrays should have the
same dimentsions unless the one is a scalar.
“halflength=floor(SL/2)”. The command “floor” in Matlab indicates to round the
element of “SL/2” to the nearest integers towards minus infinity.
“f=fs*(0:halflength)/SL” works out the frequency vectors from 0 to maximum.
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“t=(0:SL-1)/fs” carries out time vectors the same long as sample audio data.
“figure;plot(X,Y)”. “figure” creates a new figure window by itself . ”plot(X,Y)”
plots vector Y versus vector X.
“s = corrcoef (Pyy (800:1200), Pyy2 (800:1200));
output = s (1,2) ” computes the cross-correlation coefficient between sample 1
and sample 2 in frequency spectrum span from 800 Hz to 1200 Hz.

Second section :
[ y, fs ,nbits ] = wavread ( ‘ sample 1.wav ’ );
[y1, fs1, bits] = wavread (‘ sample 2.wav ’);
length1 = length(y);
length2 = length(y1);
If length1 > length2
for n = 1: length2
Ynew(n) = y (n,1);
else
for n = 1: length1
Ynew(n)=y1(n,1);
end
end
y1new = y1new’ ;
for n = 1:length(y1new)
yCombine(n,1) = y (n,1) + y1new(n,1);
end
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4 Implementation and results
This chapter focus on implement and results. It’s divided into three parts. First
part is data capturing on the road and data transferring with the help of “iRig
Recorder FREE” and “Shenma”. Then Matlab analysis spectrum figures are
separated clearly and a table of cross-correlation coefficients is carried out. The
cross-correlation coefficients are through comparative analysis to reach valuable
conclusions.

4.1 Data capturing


Select roads that are flat, straight and with few vehicles moving around so as
to get better audio data. I selected three roads to get data on. They are roads
in Halmstad with trees, factories and houses respectively.

road with trees

road with factories

road with houses
road with houses

Figure 4- 1 : data capturing environment
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Cycle on the road with rear facing microphone. And open “iRig Recorder
FREE”. Meanwhile, open speed measurement program in the iPhone4 to
measure cycling speed.



For 0 Km/h group, stand there and do the recording. Point the surface of the
microphone to the rear. When the vehicle comes, start recording at a
distance about 40 meters. Stop recording at the moment the vehicle passes.



For 10 Km/h and 20 Km/h groups, keep cycling at settled speed before
recording. Use one hand to hold microphone with it’s surface facing rear.
When vehicles are coming from 40m away, do the same job as 0 Km/h group.



For noises, record them in a nature way. Try to keep the target noise as the
only sound in the recording to keep it pure.



To record the pedaling noise, keep point the surface of microphone to the
rear but not the bicycle itself. Because in reality the microphone will never
be directed at bicycle.



After getting raw data in iPhone4, use “iRig Recorder FREE” to transfer the
raw data into m4a format so as to be ready to export. Then connect the
iPhone4 with computer. Use iTunes to export audio data to computer.



Next step is to use “Shenma” audio converter to transfer m4a format into
wav format. Also cut the audio data into suitable size if it’s necessary.

I have recorded vehicle sounds from both rear and front. They are divided into
three different speed levels: 0 KPH, 10 KPH and 20 KPH. I also recorded sounds
of human talking, seagull singing, bicycle pedaling, human songs and normal
surrounding noise as controls.

4.2 Matlab analysis figures
The raw audio data experienced cutting and transferring into wav format is able
to be analyzed by Matlab. As the commands mentioned before, every piece of
audio data creates two graphs. One is time domain and the other is frequency
domain. Both express the amplitude variation. The time domain graph tells the
real time amplitude along with time passes. The frequency domain graph shows
the average amplitude of all time for each frequency point. I divide these graphs
into four parts: 0Km/h, 10Km/h, 20Km/h and noise. ( Km/h represents the
speed of bicycle, the vehicle speed is always around 60 Km/h as a normal speed
for vehicles )
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4.2.1 0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the front

Figure 4- 2 : Time domain chart (0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the
front)

Figure 4- 3 : Frequency domain chart (0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the front)
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4.2.2 0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the rear

Figure 4- 4 : Time domain chart (0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the
rear)

Figure 4- 5 : Frequency domain chart (0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the rear)
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4.2.3 10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the front

Figure 4- 6 : Time domain chart (10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from
the front)

Figure 4- 7 : Frequency domain chart (10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the front)
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4.2.4 10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the rear

Figure 4- 8 : Time domain chart (10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from
the rear)

Figure 4- 9 : Frequency domain chart (10Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the rear)
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4.2.5

10Km/h cycling only

Figure 4- 10 : Time domain chart (10Km/h cycling only)

Figure 4- 11 : Frequency domain chart (10Km/h cycling only)
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4.2.6 20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the front

Figure 4- 12 : Time domain chart (20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from
the front)

Figure 4- 13 : Frequency domain chart (20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the front)
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4.2.7 20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the rear

Figure 4- 14 : Time domain chart (20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from
the rear)

Figure 4- 15 : Frequency domain chart (20Km/h cycling with 1 car coming
from the rear)
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4.2.8

20Km/h pedaling only

Figure 4- 16 : Time domain chart (20Kph pedaling only)

Figure 4- 17 : Frequency domain chart (20Kph pedaling only)
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4.2.9

Human talking noise

Figure 4- 18 : Time domain chart (human talking noise)

Figure 4- 19 : Frequency domain chart (human talking noise)
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4.2.10

Seagull singing noise

Figure 4- 20 : Time domain chart (seagull sing noise)

Figure 4- 21 : Frequency domain chart (seagull sing noise)
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4.2.11

Surrounding normal noise

Figure 4- 22 : Time domain chart (surrounding normal noise)

Figure 4- 23 : Frequency domain chart (surrounding normal noise)
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4.3 Data comparative analysis
In the following part I will elaborate the analysis of these carried out Matlab
figures. These figures are coming from 0Km/h cycling, 10Km/h cycling, 20Km/h
cycling, human talking noise, seagull singing noise and normal surrounding noise.
Time domain figures are used to figure out the type of the sound and has little to
do with the vehicle detection. The frequency domain figures are significant for
distinguishing the rear approaching vehicles.


First, look at the 10Km/h pedaling and 20Km/h pedaling frequency domain
figures (figure 4-11 and figure 4-17). These figures show that the sounds
coming from pedaling are extremely distinct under 500 Hz. Beyond 500 Hz
there are some small variations or peaks. But compared with sounds under
500 Hz, these variations or peaks are negligible.



Then I pay attention to the frequency domain figures of 0Km/h cycling with
1 car coming from the front and 0Km/h cycling with 1 car coming from the
rear (figure 4-3 and figure 4-5). These figures represent the sounds of cars
without other obvious noise. It is very important to notice the variation
around 1000 Hz. There are distinct highlights around 1000 Hz in both front
approaching and rear approaching. Though there are other louder noise
under 500 Hz, these highlights on 1000 Hz is still distinct compared with
pedaling only figures.



Afterwards, I go on analyzing the frequency domain figures of 10Km/h and
20Km/h with approaching cars (figure 4-7, figure 4-9, figure 4-13 and figure
4-15). Through the figures I find that, compared with pedaling only
frequency domain figures, whatever the speed is and wherever the
approaching vehicles are from, the distinct highlights are always appearing
when vehicles come.



How about frequency variations of other common noise? I get three most
common noise samples. For frequency domain figures of human talking
noise (figure 4-19), the amplitude on 1000Hz happens to be lower than
other area. The noise between 0Hz ~ 3000Hz is comparatively obvious, but
no peak or highlight on 1000 Hz like figures of approaching vehicles. For
seagull singing noise (figure 4-21), the most commonly hearing sounds in
Sweden in summer, the frequency spectrum is totally different. As we see,
the most distinct highlight is between 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz. The rest parts
are comparatively little. So the seagull singing noise has no obvious effect on
vehicle detecting either. “Surrounding noise” represents a lot of normal
noises together, like wind, trees, various kinds of birds and so on. None of
them are domain noise or loud. They are like background noise but not main
noise. Frequency spectrum (figure 4-23) shows that they are mainly under
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500 Hz. Some are between 500 Hz and 1000 Hz but not as large amplitude as
under 500 Hz.

4.4 Cross-correlation coefficient
After seeing the distinct increasing around 1000 Hz ( about 800 Hz - 1200
Hz) when a vehicle approaches from rear. I did cross- correlation coefficient
between these data and found a significant result. For every frequency spectrum,
I choose the noteworthy span (800Hz - 1200 Hz) to do the cross-correlation
coefficient. About noises in the reality, they are alway with pedaling together.
Because my noise samples are pure noise without any other sounds, I combine
these noise with pedaling sound together to imitate reality. The “ realistic noise ”
= “pedaling sounds” + “pure noise”. For example, if I mention “ realistic human
talking noise “, it means this noise is combined by pedaling sounds and pure
human talking noise. I did the combination with the help of Matlab.
See the table below. ( “10Km/h, 1 car rear “ means sounds from “10Km/h
cycling with 1 car coming from the rear ”, “0Km/h, 1 car rear” and “20Km/h, 1
car rear” are the same way )
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0Km/h,
1 car
rear

10Km/
h ,1 car
rear

20Km/
h ,1 car
rear

10Km/h

20Km/h

Human

Seagull+

Surroun-

pedaling

pedaling

talking+

pedaling

ding+

0Km/h,
1 car
rear

×

0.4127

0.3352

-0.0173

-0.0951

0.0540

-0.0067

-0.0423

10Km/h,
1 car
rear

×

×

0.3394

-0.0999

0.0090

-0.0759

-0.0051

0.0460

20Km/h,
1 car
rear

×

×

×

-0.0313

0.0160

-0.0238

-0.0149

-0.0852

10Km/h
pedaling

×

×

×

×

0.2470

0.2550

0.4171

0.3790

20Km/h
pedaling

×

×

×

×

×

0.2203

0.2830

0.2911

Human
talking+

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

pedaling

pedaling

pedaling

seagull+
pedaling

Surroun
ding+ped
aling

Table 4-1 Cross-correlation coefficient between rear approaching vehicles,
pedaling and other noise
As the cross-correlation coefficient table shows we can see that


The cross-correlation coefficient between spectrum with rear approaching
Figure 1- 2vehicles themselves are always more than + 0.3300. ( Red data in
table )
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The cross-correlation coefficient between two pedaling sound spectrum is
+ 0.2470. ( Black data in table )



The cross-correlation coefficient between spectrum with rear approaching
vehicles and pedaling spectrum are always less than +0.0200. ( Blue data in
table )



The cross-correlation coefficient between realistic noise spectrum and
spectrum with rear approaching vehicles are always less than +0.1000.
( Green data in table )



The cross-correlation coefficient between realistic noise spectrum and
pedaling sounds spectrum are always +0.2000. ( Brown data in table )

After the summary for the cross-correlation coefficient, the conclusion can
be drawn. After we capture a new piece of data and get it’s frequency spectrum
between 800 Hz to 1200 Hz, do the cross-correlation coefficient between this
new data and pedaling sounds spectrum. If the cross-correlation coefficient is
smaller than +0.1000, we can determine that there is a vehicle coming from rear.
If the cross-correlation coefficient is larger than +0.1000, we can determine that
there is no vehicle coming from rear. The sounds may come from other noises.
The additional method is to do the cross-correlation coefficient between new
data and spectrum with rear approaching vehicles. If the result is larger than
+0.3000, there is likely a rear approaching vehicle.
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5 Conclusions and discussion
In this chapter, I draw conclusions from my project and discuss about project. It’s
about comparing the results I get with the goals of the project and some
recommendations and experience of doing this project. Also I will talk about
some future works that can help bettering this project.

5.1 Conclusions
My goal is to find one or some proper sensors which can be fixed on the bicycles
to detect rear approaching vehicles at a distance over 40 meters. The size, weight
and power consumption are limited as well. Except for choosing sensors, I also
need to do the data capturing. After that, use some software to analyze data in
order to prove that the method I choose is able to detect rear approaching
vehicles.
After literature study about various kinds of sensors, the microphone is chosen
as the sensor. Microphone fits the requirements in size, weight and power
consumption. According to some researches, audio data captured by microphone
is able to be analyzed by Matlab for vehicle detecting. I bought a two-channel
microphone and did the data capturing. After studied Matlab audio analysis, I
made frequency spectrum of each piece of captured data and cross-correlation
coefficient between them in 800 Hz to 1200 Hz. For the data with vehicles, the
frequency spectrum shows the obvious change on 1000 Hz as the literature
study says. The pedaling noise, human talking noise, seagull sing noise and
surrounding noise make no big difference on 1000 Hz. It’s easy to distinguish
vehicle approaching frequency variation among any other noises. In another
word, these noises have no effects on detecting vehicles in this project. So the
frequency analysis is basically in accordance with pre-set goals.
Then the cross-correlation coefficient between data gives quantitative
determination. Making cross-correlation coefficient between frequency
spectrum of new data and old example of pedaling sounds spectrum in 800 Hz to
1200 Hz. If the cross-correlation coefficient is smaller than +0.1000, we can
determine that there is a vehicle coming from rear. If the cross-correlation
coefficient is larger than +0.1000, we can determine that there is no vehicle
coming from rear. The new audio data may come from other noises. The
additional method is to do the cross-correlation coefficient between new data
and spectrum with rear approaching vehicles. If the result is larger than +0.3000,
there is likely a rear approaching vehicle.
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Experience and recommendations

The data capturing place should be carefully chosen. In order to capture pure
vehicle sounds, the environment has to be quiet with only one vehicle on the
road at the same time. When it comes to noise capturing, firstly the chosen noise
should be representative. Then the captured noise need to be pure as well.
To start analyzing, know the properties of audio well first, such as bit rate,
sampling rate, sampling size and so on. Also study audio format like w4a, wav
and so on. Carefully study Matlab and audio analyze before starting to program.
The Matlab command is not hard but require attention. Reducing mistakes will
save much time.


Future work

The data are captured when the distance between vehicle and bicycle is from 40
m to 0 m. Because my purpose is to detect the rear approaching vehicle at a
distance over 40 m, the captured data has drawbacks. The data should be
captured when the distance between vehicle and bicycle is from 60 m to 40 m,
which is more rational for the aim of the project. So in the future if someone can
capture data in a better way, it will do much help to better this project.
In an ideal situation, the sound amplitude of rear approaching vehicle represents
the distance between bicycle and rear approaching vehicle. The higher the
amplitude is, the shorter the distance is. The amplitude should reach a threshold
value to trigger the alarm. So if we divide the distance between bicycle and rear
approaching vehicle into several equal intervals and test the sound data of each
interval, we may find the trigger amplitude level. And according to this trigger
amplitude level and the correlation of amplitude and distance, we may find the
alarm triggering distance between bicycle and rear approaching vehicle.
I did Spectral Centroid ( SPC ) analyze on audio data too. According to some
researches about vehicle detection, SPC can help distinguishing the front
approaching vehicles and rear approaching vehicles. But in my analysis, the
effect is not convincing. I could not find out the problem so I gave up on this part.
I hope someone can find a better method to distinguish vehicles from rear and
front. That would do much help on completing this project.

5.2 Discussion
The result I get from this project roughly proves that the approaching vehicles
create dramatically amplitude rise between 800 Hz to 1200 Hz on frequency
spectrum. The cross-correlation coefficient can help determine if there is a
vehicle or not. This is not as good as I expected in the beginning. In some cases,
the cross-correlation coefficient may be between +0.1 to +0.2. Then the
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determination can not be done. The data I used in this project is not good enough
and the quantity of data example is so little. If much more data in good quantity
can be captured, the cross-correlation coefficient determining method can be
improved more precisely
In some other researches, AR signal model is produced and the frequency
response of AR signal model is also obtained. This kind of frequency response is
able to be used to detect vehicles. I did not use sensor fusion theory for vehicle
detection.However, some researches use sensor fusion like audio sensor
together with video sensor. Video sensors can detect the light from car
headlights which helps a lot when audio sensor is disturbed by noise.
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